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Introduction:  Vertical structure of lunar mare de-

posits and mineral composition are significant in terms 
of understanding volcanic history of the moon. Previ-
ously, characteristics of lunar mare volcanism have 
been inferred mainly based on the horizontal distribu-
tion of mineral compositions estimated using remote-
sensing data [e.g., 1]. Now vertical structures of lunar 
maria are directly observed with the Lunar Radar 
Sounder (LRS) onboard Kaguya. The LRS has ob-
served widespread horizontal reflectors under the near-
side maria [2]. Oshigami et al. [3] concluded that the 
prominent echoes under lunar maria are due to buried 
regolith layers accumulated during the depositional 
hiatus of mare basalts. The relationship between the 
distribution of the continuous subsurface reflectors 
under the nearside maria and the surface age supports 
this conclusion [3].  

Layered structures are discernible on some fresh 
crater walls in mineral content maps derived from ob-
servational data of the Multiband Imager (MI) onboard 
Kaguya because of the highest spatial resolution of the 
MI among the past spectroscopic observations for lu-
nar surface [4]. By comparing the LRS data with the 
MI data, we can discuss characteristics of subsurface 
structure of lunar maria in more detail. In this paper, 
we consider structural and physical properties of mare 
deposits under Mare Serenitatis. 

Data and Methods:  The 2-dimentional data of the 
LRS, B-scan images, are the time series data of a plot 
of the received echo power as a function of range [5]. 
The vertical axis indicates the relative apparent depth, 
which is defined as the depth obtained assuming that a 
radar pulse propagates in the lunar subsurface at the 
speed of light in vacuum. The actual depth of the sub-
surface reflector is obtained by dividing the apparent 
depth by the square root of the relative permittivity of 
the layer through which the radar is propagated. The 
range resolution is 75 m in vacuum, whereas the sam-
pling interval in the flight direction is about 75 m 
when the spacecraft altitude is 100 km [6]. At least two 
data sets observed from adjacent orbits are used to 
distinguish surface and subsurface echoes in the LRS 
data [3]. It is assumed that the subsurface reflectors are 
locally flat. If the echo signals observed from two or 
more adjacent orbits have the same apparent range, the 
echo signals will be classified as subsurface echoes [7]. 

The MI have taken the visible and near-infrared 
images in nine spectral bands: 415 nm, 750 nm, 900 
nm, 950 nm, and 1000 nm as visible wavelengths 
(VIS), and 1000 nm, 1050 nm, 1250 nm, and 1550 nm 
as near-infrared wavelengths (NIR) [4]. The spatial 
resolution of VIS and NIR ranges are 20 m/pixel and 
62 m/pixel at the nominal altitude (100 km), respec-
tively [4]. The MI data were calibrated [4] by adjusting 
the data from the calibration standard target (the 
Apollo 16 site) to the laboratory reflectance spectrum 
of an Apollo 16 soil sample [8]. The observed bright-
ness depends on the local topography. Photometric 
correction using digital terrain models (DTMs) gener-
ated from the MI has been applied to the MI data used 
in this study. The maps of FeO and TiO2 contents in 
the studied area are derived from the MI data by adopt-
ing the method of Lucey et al. [9]. They proposed the 
method of estimating abundance of FeO and TiO2 us-
ing the Clementine data. An advantage of this method 
is that the influence of space weathering is effectively 
removed. A plot of the ratio of reflectance at 950 nm 
(R950) to that at 750 nm (R750) versus R750 for the 
lunar samples with similar FeO content has linear 
trends in spite of varying maturity. An abundance of 
TiO2 is represented by the relation between the ratio of 
reflectance at 415 nm (R415) to R750 and R750. The 
constant parameters in the equations for both  FeO and 
TiO2 contents are obtained from the plot of 
R950/R750 versus R750 and that of R415/R750 versus 
R750, respectively, for the MI data used in this study. 

Layered structures on the crater walls:  There 
are few craters of which distinct layered structures are 
observed on the walls in Mare Serenitatis. It is possible 
that the original inner walls of most of the craters in 
Mare Serenitatis are covered with regolith or highly 
weathered. Three craters are selected for the discus-
sion: Bessel crater (21.8°N and 17.9°E), crater I 
(25.7°N and 20.0°E), and crater II (28.2°N and 
24.0°E). Figure 1 shows the location of each crater. 
Diameters of Bessel, crater I, and crater II are about 
15.0 km, 4.0 km, and 3.5 km, respectively. Four layers 
are observed on the walls of Bessel crater and crater II 
in the map of FeO content derived from the MI data, 
while two layers are discernible for crater I. The 
ranges of values of FeO (14.3–17.3 wt%) and TiO2 
contents (0.8–1.9 wt%) for these layers are consistent 
with those obtained by Lucey et al. [9] in this area.  
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Figure 2. The LRS B-scan images along the nadir 
tracks close to Bessel crater. The hyperbolic patterns 
indicate surface echoes from Bessel crater. The promi-
nent reflector is pointed by arrows. 
 

Using relation between apparent depth of the re-
flectors and the actual depth, relative permittivity of a 
basalt layer lying on a subsurface reflector could be 
calculated. For example, estimated relative permittivity 
of the top basal layer around Bessel crater is about 7. 
In addition, density of the basalt layer could be esti-
mated using the relationship between dielectric coeffi-
cient and density for Apollo samples [11]. The esti-
mated density value is 3.0 g/cm3 for the top basalt 
layer around Bessel crater. 

Figure 1. A nearside topographic map around Mare 
Serenitatis provided by USGS. The positions of craters 
of which clear layered structures are observed on the 
inter walls are indicated by white dots. The domain 
bounded by black lines indicates detectable area of 
possible subsurface echoes. 

Conclusions:   We compare the LRS data to the 
MI data around three craters located on Mare Serenita-
tis. Four layers are observed on the walls of Bessel 
crater and crater II in the FeO content map derived 
from the MI data, and two layers for crater I. The LRS 
B-scan images along the nadir track near Bessel crater 
and crater I demonstrate the existence of single subsur-
face reflector on each location. However, the MI data 
around this area do not indicate buried regolith layers 
lying between the basalt units. It is possible that the 
subsurface reflectors detected in the LRS data corre-
spond to the boundaries between the top and second 
layers observed on the walls of Bessel crater and crater 
I, respectively, in the FeO content maps derived from 
the MI data.  

 
Continuous subsurface reflectors are clearly de-

tected in a large area of Mare Serenitatis (Figure 1). 
Figure 2 shows the LRS B-scan image along the nadir 
track close to Bessel crater. The B-scan images along 
the nadir track near Bessel crater and crater I demon-
strate the existence of single subsurface reflector on 
each location. As for Bessel crater, apparent depth of 
the subsurface reflector is about 400 m. Given an ap-
propriate range of relative permittivity for lunar solid 
rocks (from 4 to 8 depending on the porosity) [10], it 
is possible that the subsurface reflector detected in the 
LRS data corresponds to the boundary between the top 
and second layers (150 m deep) observed on Bessel 
crater wall in the FeO content map derived from the 
MI data. As for crater I, apparent depth of the subsur-
face reflector appearing prominently on the north of 
the crater is about 300 m. Therefore the subsurface 
reflector detected in the B-scan image seems to corre-
spond with the boundary between the top and second 
layers (130 m deep) observed on crater I wall. On the 
other hand, the B-scan images along the nadir track 
near crater II do not show clear subsurface reflectors. 
Unfortunately, the MI data around this area do not 
indicate any evidence of buried regolith layers corre-
sponding to the subsurface reflectors in the LRS data. 
If they actually lie between the basalt units, expected 
thickness of the buried regolith is less than the spatial 
resolution of the MI/VIS data. 
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